
V Hatfield Notes – HR Transition Team Meeting – February 3, 2021 
 
HR Transition Team Meeting February 3, 2021 
 
On the call: David Brace, Mark Parker (IT), Debbie Helsley (CSMB), Chief Sharp (Fire), Nick Bradshaw 
(Fleet), George Shields (Law), Kelly Drummond (HR), Michelle Black (HR), Kevin Faddis (Fire), Stephanie 
Guptail (Finance/Payroll), Vicki Hatfield (CS) 
 

• David welcomed everyone and asked Kelly to start. 
• Kelly - Extended a "thank you" to Vicki for assisting her on many issues. She is working on 

getting familiar with PeopleSoft. Mark has aligned her with Mary Alarcon – working on queries 
and online onboarding. Thanks go to Finance and Stephanie for help with some payroll open 
records requests. Michelle is helping her set up the department. Interviews start tomorrow for 
HR Analyst - Nick and Chad have been helping with that until now. She is going to also interview 
for a specialist. Thanks to Fire and Kevin for keeping her updated on things they need. Has 
regular meetings with George – he has been helpful with rules, codes, Charter, ordinance – 
getting close to looking at Admin Rules with group and Mayor.  

• David – echoed that Vicki is working with Kelly and team to help and thanks for willingness to 
give resources to HR for staff.  

• Vicki  - Update on staffing – moving 2 vacancies to HR and working with Kelly to make 
adjustments to current CS staff. Noted that CS hopes to be included early on the rule process so 
that we can amend CS rules in tandem with changes to Admin Rules so that they can hopefully 
be timed together for roll out (at least close in timing) - our rules will need many changes and 
seeing the HR rules early will help. Will intro Kelly at next week’s CSMB meeting. Provided 
update on testing vendor - working with IT to see what online testing options we have and 
checking with fire on use of PCs at training.  

• Debbie – Nothing to add. 
• Christine – Transitioning duties to Kelly. They are currently working on reclassifications, retitles, 

etc. Risk/Benefits is working on pre-employment process for March police academy. Psychs are 
pretty much done and just lacking backgrounds. Working with Lt. Malone on finishing up. They 
might delay the start to March 29 based on backgrounds and will let IA make that final call 
(original date March 15).  

• David – if Kelly and Vicki have budget needs now is the time; David is working on an option for 
kitchen space (many offices in that half of the 5th floor need kitchen space - HR, Sustainability, 
etc) and CS kitchen is very small. Will set up meeting.  

• George – Nothing additional  
• Chief Sharp – Working with CS on new postings for Fire.  
• David – need a salary survey – Vicki and Kelly have discussed – doesn’t mean we won’t do 

anything in the budget this year.  
• Kevin – thanks to Vicki and Kelly – thanks to CS for new test and working on getting new 

recruits.   
• Stephanie – Nothing to add.  
• Kelly – wanted to ask Mark about Performance Appraisal system in PSoft; also analytics in 

PSoft  - there are options there and we want to explore how to use them, fix glitches, etc.   
• Mark – there are many things in there we can look at – might need some basic set up but we can 

look at those things – some good PA options – good for a later discussion – the functionality is 
there – upgrade to PSoft in April that might help with some of the reports.  

• Meeting concluded. 
 


